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Transition Wilmslow Transport Group:  Wednesday 20 January 21 
Zoom 
 
Chair: Rob  
Notes: Rob  
 
Present: Pippa Tyrrell Jones, Ken Wallace, Jonathan Price, Brian Fox, Rob 
Sharpe, Jean Hill apols. 
CC: Florence Collier, Christa Rodwell, Helen Lederer, Lisa Johnson, Neil 
Matthews, Andrew Backhouse, Rob Sawyer.  
 
 
A) Active Travel 

1. Pownall Park  
Rob reported that two ‘build outs’ ie groups of four planter boxes so 
far without plants had appeared on Broadwalk and was pleased that 
as his request they have allowed cyclists to pass kerbside. 
 
Brian updated the meeting re the planning appeal at 34 Hawthorn 
Lane for a 90 car space commercial car park. CEC have now 
recommended refusal but failed to determine the application. 
Scheduled for 26 January by Teams. 
(Post meeting note: Appellant’s professional adviser failed to log in 
for one hour so Adjudicator terminated appeal. He then submitted 
“further evidence” and thereby delayed a rescheduled appeal for a 
further two weeks. 08 Feb – appeal withdrawn!) 
 

2. 20’s Plenty  
Brian noted that the permanence of this temporary scheme will 
probably be determined by CEC’s Speed Management Strategy. 
Meanwhile Pippa has encouraged feedback to the CEC Active 
Travel website (via Next Door) in the TW December mailing – 
approx 640 recipients. Also need to encourage Cycle Wilmslow to 
respond. 
 
Brian suggested that we should be looking for default 20’s P in all 
residential areas but also derogation for other roads. Pippa felt 
Chapel and Moor Lanes should be considered. Ken offered to post 
on the Arlington Crescent WhatsApp (PMN – encouraging response 
received). Rob suggested using Love the Lane site. 
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Brian offered to write a couple of paragraphs for Active Travel and 
to liaise with Suzie A.S.   
 

3. Schools 
No report but Rob noted the reference to schools, travel plans, 
SMOTS etc contained in the Wilmslow Local Transport 
Development Plan and Questionnaire with a closing date of 31 
January. (PMN – now extended to end of March 21.)  

4. Green Links 
Jonathan reported that he attended the December WNPIG meeting 
and described the principle and some detail of the Green Links 
proposal; generally well received by the Town Council, possible 
funding issues. 
 
Rob agreed to contact Suzie A.S with a view to a zoom meeting in 
the absence of a Suzie ‘safari’. (PMN: done but dates still to be 
agreed).  
 

5. LCWIP 
Rob reported that LCWIP South to Alderley Park construction work 
had now started. Also that he was invited to attend a Teams 
meeting with CEC and representatives from Macclesfield and 
Congleton on the following day 21 January. 
(PMN: Productive meeting confirming the route North to Handforth, 
now flipped back to Cliff Rd rather than Old St but two way 
vehicular traffic retained also Manchester Rd cycles lanes to be 
mandatory! Also update on LCWIP West to Airport.) 

  
6. Countryside Access  

No report. 
 

7. E scooters 
Ken noted that Hillary Benn had asked in the House when sound 
emitters would be fitted to scooters, Sec of State will look into it, 
possibly a continuous sound.  
 

8 Local Transport Delivery Plan 
Discussion as to best way to respond to this important consultation 
document with return date of 31 Jan. It was agreed that each 
member should complete their own response and Jonathan and 
Rob would submit one on behalf of this TW Transport group.  
(PMN: return submitted 27 Jan; deadline later extended to end 
March owing to few returns).  
 
  

 
 
B) Bus 
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Ken updated the last meeting notes, new timetable now on hold owing to 
Covid. However timetable may not be correct as Alderley Park access has 
been prohibited. 
Rob had noticed the approval in principle of Handforth’s Park and Ride, is 
there scope here in Wilmslow, rail station or Broadway Meadows?   
 
C) Rail 
Rob noted Network Rail / ORR etc have issued a discussion document for 
three alternative option for trains south of Manchester and covering Wilmslow.  
TW Transport need to review and submit in due course. Discussion re Styal 
line to Airport, current poor service, possible tram / rail service to Airport 
Station interchange. Pippa noted the poor service to many of our hospitals – 
Wythenshawe, Christies, Salford Royal all need better links. Carry forward to 
next meeting. 
 
 
D) Air 
No report 
 
E) AOB 
Pippa reported that a small group had met with Esther McVey regarding the 
transport or lack of for older people. Esther wants HS2 stopped at 
Birmingham to save £2bn for Northern integrated proposals, majority 
disagree.  
Jonathan mentioned that the TW tree survey had been submitted to CEC and 
was well received. CEC are now reviewing their policy in early 2021 and he 
will pick it up when Paddy Johnson is back in circulation.  
 
F) Next Meeting  
Wednesday 17 February 19:30 by Zoom.  
 


